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Minded

Anchor and Twist 

FOR THE CUR IOUS AESTHETE

Today with so much information available to 
us at the tips of our fingers, it’s hard for brands 
to stand out of the crowd and for consumers 
not to get swept away by it all. Amongst 
the constant change, and the skepticism of 
every new whiz-bang gadget or innovation, 
there is a growing sentiment from consumers 
yearning for the familiar, yet demanding to be 
surprised and delighted.

Therefore it’s no surprise that we have been
a seeing a phenomena of the ‘anchor and 
twist’ approach. ‘Anchor’ the person first with 
something they know or are familiar with, then 
‘twist’ the familiar to introduce the new concept. 

For example, if you were describing Netflix 
to somebody who’s never used it before you 
might say “It’s like a DVD rental company 
[anchor], but you don’t need to go anywhere 
to pick up or drop off the DVDs, you can 
choose and play everything from your TV or 
computer [twist]”

In this issue of Minded we explore this 
concept of ‘Anchor and Twist’ and how it’s 
changing the hospitality world. Take So.9, 
where traditional and familiar Vietnamese 
food that we know and love comes presented 
in an unexpected setting.

Meanwhile, The Croft House and Urban 
Orchard have a focus on farm to table, but bring 
this concept into the heart of their respective 
bustling cities. Cupcake Central takes cupcakes 
upmarket with a bit of bling appeal. 

After reading this issue, you’re sure to see the 
‘Anchor and Twist’ phenomenon everywhere 
you look – be sure to share the most interesting 
examples you come across!  

‘Anchor’ the person first with something 
they know or are familiar with, then ‘twist’ 
the familiar to introduce the new concept. Genuine Liquorette 

New York cocktails in a can.

Empire Steak
Steak Sandwich made under 10 minutes without 
hurting your wallet.

Frosé
A slushie but made with rosé.

The Croft House

Interior detail for The Croft House, Brisbane
Best in Practice:
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The Croft House
A welcome addition 
to the Brisbane dining 
scene, The Croft House: 
Town Kitchen & Bar 
joins the realm of Pony 
and Salvage & Co in 
elevating the modern 
Australian agenda. 

The concept for the 
brand was inspired by 
the farming heritage of 
the surrounding area. 
Taking cues from the 
Australian landscape, 
The Croft House brand 
was born into earthy 

terracotta tones against 
an illustrated backdrop 
of local, native herbs. 
The vision for the brand 
was organic and humble 
in essence, quietly 
accented by quality and 
luxurious details.

Taking inspiration 
from the farm-to-table 
approach, the brand’s 
philosophy came 
through to influence the 
offering, calling for new 
local partnerships with 
suppliers and artisans.

Wine Distillery meets City Pace
TRENDING

Branding & Interior

The Croft House is located in the 
lobby of Sebel Hotel, 95 Charlotte 
Street, Brisbane CBD
Photographer: Dean Swindell 
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TRENDING

A brand evolved, The Croft House concept turns the challenges of all-
day-dining to its advantage. Chef Richard Mellor has upped the ante 
with a menu that celebrates the finest of local, seasonal ingredients from 
the region’s local providores to enjoy all day. 

Start your morning indulging in a Doughboys’s donut and espresso by 
local roasters, Wolff Coffee, from the street-side Croft Window - the next 
level in commuters’ convenience carved out of signature marble. Brasserie 
Breads make for substantial lunchtime options and sunny afternoons are 

well spent in the relaxed setting, people-watching with share plates and 
craft beer, accompanied by local acoustic acts.

As the evening draws in, a sultry banquette beckons behind a sheer curtain, 
providing diners with seclusion and intimacy. An extensive and impressive 
wine list can be enjoyed alongside the chef ’s curated charcuterie menu.

Rural reflection in a modern Australian execution; effortless abundance.
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TRENDING

Urban Orchard: 
Slow Food in the 
Fast City
In the hustle and bustle of 
Circular Quay in Sydney, 
Urban Orchard fills a 
void of delicious, but also 
healthy and ethical food 
- the name articulating 
their mission. Bringing the 
goodness of produce from 
farms and orchards into 
an urban environment to 
offset the stress and pace
of the busy city.

Urban Orchard has a wide 
range of dishes on offer, 
from familiar favourites 
such as avocado on toast 
and green smoothies, to 
crispy pork belly salad and 
chicken broth soup - the 
meat is all free range of 
course. No boring salads to 
be seen here. 

To convey the ideology 
of Urban Orchard - 
nourishment and goodness 
through food, but in a 
commercial environment 
- the designers crafted 
a simple yet spacious 
brand identity to convey 
the clean, contemporary 
and transparent values 
of the brand.This is also 
communicated via the 
interiors, which features 
tiles sourced from Italy to 
create a partition but also 
let consumers see into the 
space - emphasising the 
idea of transparency. 

Branding & Interior

Urban Orchard, Gateway Sydney 
- Alfred St, Circular Quay, NSW
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So.9: Traditional meets 
Contemporary Setting 

TRENDING

With a light and dreamy palette, clean sightlines and custom made ceramics - 
you would be forgiven for not immediately making the connection with traditional 
Vietnamese street food. However, this is exactly what So.9 offers, but in a contemporary 
and modern setting.

So.9 or ‘number 9’ is a lucky number in Vietnamese, and the brand identity pays homage to 
the owner’s parents’ immigration story and their hard work building a home and looking 
after a family. Designers drew a lot of inspiration from this story and commissioned a 
series of beautiful watercolour pieces from illustrator Beth-Emily as part of the branding 
to articulate personal reflective and emotive moments. 

The restaurant is open from breakfast to dinner. BrandWorks utilising the peculiar 
U-shape to form three stations in the restaurant to represent each of the restaurant’s 
specialities. Don’t forget to pick up your banh mi and Vietnamese coffee from the banh 
mi window in the morning, or pop in with a couple of friends after work. Cosy up in a 
banquette for big hearty bowls of pho and plates of banh xeo. 

Branding & Interior

Shop 1, CASBA 18 Danks Street
Waterloo, NSW.
Photographer: Katherine Lu 
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TRENDING

Okatsu 
Having travelled all around Japan and learning from the best, 
Okatsu are the katsu sandwich specialists. Their sandwiches, with 
traditional fillings such as crumbed pork cutlets or teriyaki chicken, 
serve as a filling meal, or a snack to keep you going between meals. 

Inspired by the Japanese product, the owners were also inspired 
by the Japanese values of tradition, simplicity and efficiency. This 
is explored in the branding and interiors with subtle references 
to Japanese heritage, with an orderly balance of clean lines 
and structured geometric shapes that are reminiscent of kanji 
characters, and script and minimal use of colours which are 
quietly reflective of the nation’s flag. 

Okatsu also serves a delicious range of bentos and rice bowls 
if you don’t happen to be after a sandwich. Be sure to try the 
pork katsu sandwich or rice bowl, topped with the house-made 
tonkatsu sauce - if only they would give us the recipe for it! 

Specialists in Delicious

Branding & Kiosk Design

10/415 McDonalds Rd,
Mill Park VIC 
Photographer: Urban Angles
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TRENDING

Cupcake Central:
Sweet Luxury 
With an established brand and several stores under their belt already, when Cupcake 
Central had the opportunity to open a new kiosk in the newly redeveloped Eastland 
Shopping Centre, it was time to turn up the ante.

Cupcake Central is renowned for their high quality cupcakes, full of flavour - and a 
wide range of interesting flavours at that, and always delivered with a ‘wow’ factor, with 
perfectly piped icing and creative toppings. Their red velvet is an office favourite. The 
designers took inspiration from this, communicating the premium quality product with 
luxurious materials and finishes - a little brass ‘kit kat’ tile brought in some bling factor. 

Also unique to Cupcake Central is the fact that they bake daily on site. The designers 
wanted to make sure that people could interact with the theatre of this activity - but keep 
the kiosk looking clean and tidy as well. 

Kiosk Design

Eastland Ringwood
Level 2, Shop K211
Photographer: Urban Angles
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TRENDING

Rise & Shine! Lamingtons & Banh 
Mi: the new Australian Classic
The Baker’s Son
There’s something familiar about The Baker’s Son, like 
an old friend, it greets you with a warm bright smile, 
and yet it’s not your average bakery. Built on tradition 
but focused on the the now, this local bakery has a 
fresh take on what it means to be Australian. 

As the name suggests, The Baker’s Son is the 
brain child of the son of a baker! This fresh family 
business is inspired by the true blue Vietnamese 
Australian owner / operator’s upbringing which 
means the classics like Lamingtons and Banh Mi sit 
harmoniously (read:deliciously!) side by side. 

The brand identity is bright and bursting with 
radiating sunny motifs alluding to rising dough.
A custom checker pattern is a nod to tradition but 
with a modern twist. The driving idea and mood 
for the brand is new beginnings, captured in lively 
patterns which feature throughout the space in the 
form of a bit of good old fashioned wallpaper and 
more modern printed wood. Good as gold, worth 
their weight and beaut we reckon!

Branding 

Hoppers Crossing Shopping 
Centre Shop 12, 24-50 
Old Geelong Road
Hoppers Crossing, VIC
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INSIGHT

In a time, where time itself appears to move faster, it can be hard to distinguish 
between ideas with substance and those which are simply passing trends, here 
to stay for no longer than a Snapchat story. Despite the information overload, 
there are some ideas worth holding on to that we believe are here to stay.

Quicker, Faster – Now you 
see me, now you don’t

Alco-health

Being the Best Me

Tell it to me visually, tell it to me quick. Information overload is in overdrive and shows 
no sign of slowing down. To counter this, consumers, especially those of the Gen Z 
sort (aka today’s teens), want to consume information as quickly and simply as they 
can - and be entertained in the process. A demanding lot no doubt. 

From Apple’s iPhone 7 promotional videos in 107 seconds, to the rising popularity 
of impermanent social media such as Snapchat and the newly introduced Instagram 
stories. Tinder swiping versus the days of planning, writing and reading someone’s 
profile on an online dating website. Communicating feelings via emoji’s rather than 
putting it into words. The increased use of video content on Facebook, and in general 
- according to Cisco forecast, video will represent 69% of all consumer-based Internet 
traffic by 2017. 

It’s all about taking the core experience, or information, and delivering it express - but 
with some fun along the way.

Spinning off from the previous insight, although health-conscious consumers are looking to 
be at their best, their not ready to give up their indulgences entirely. 

Perceptions of alcohol are changing, and consumers are looking for ways to enjoy it 
guilt-free. Examples include Lululemon’s low calorie beer, cocktails that use teas and 
green juices as mixers rather than traditional sugary options and a general change in 
palette from simply sweet and fruity cocktails, to ones that are more herbaceous with 
tonics, herbs and spices. 

More informed than ever, it’s not just the ageing population - retiring and elderly in 
developed countries will be one of the biggest consumer markets globally - but also 
generation Z - who have the lowest ‘have tried alcohol and smoking’ figures since 1982 
– who care about staying healthy.

But it’s not about being perfect, and following exactly what their told, rather it’s about 
being the best they can be and doing what’s right by their bodies. Science will help 
this, with trackers being developed that track individual chemical levels with custom 
recommendations and diets based on individual responses rather than a ‘one size fits 
all’ approach. And it’s not just about physical health either, with stress levels and longer 
work hours, consumers will care about their mental health more and more - noticed 
more meditation and ‘calm-your-mind’ apps floating around in the app store recently? 

Health as a trend isn’t going anywhere, but it’s our approach that’s changing. Rather 
than force regimes on consumers with scare campaigns, show them what they can do 
about it, gently and positively.

Check Out:

Apple’s iPhone 7 in 107 Seconds

Check Out:

STYR Labs – personalised 
multivitamin and protein packs

Check Out:

Tonic & Remedy in London 
– Using herbal tinctures and 
cordials that were previously 
used for their healing qualities



Branding & Interior

61 Little Collins Street, 
Melbourne VIC
Photographer: Dean Schmideg
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CONVERSATION

“It’s steak in a sandwich not a 
steak sandwich.”

After 20 years in the industry, since the 
early days of The Pound Café, founder and 
traditionalist Dean Sholl  chats to us about 
Polly Waffles and the importance of being 
off trend. And yet here we find him, ahead 
of the curve. 

The Empire Steak menu, which includes 
the Anti-Steak (Panko crumb, polenta flour 
mushroom), spent decades in percolation 
and a solid seven months’ refinement in a 
dedicated test kitchen. His innovative steak 
cooking technique took another four years 
to get right. The result? It’s seriously out of 
this world.

On the brand
BW. Tell us about Empire Steak – the birth 
of the brand?

D. I had a real strong vision of what it 
needed to be, it had to be authentic. By 
virtue of really setting up our values and 
having a solid understanding of what our 
personality was, it allowed us to navigate and 
deflect what was on trend. We love what we 
do, we know who we are. By ticking off our 
values our choices became simple.

D. Our values of authenticity and timelessness 
remain very inclusive. I think we can all feel 
when something is authentic – you get a sense 
for it, you can taste it immediately.

On the menu
BW. Well, we’re finding it delicious! 
BW. What about doing something premium 
in a fast pace environment, do you have 
secret cooking techniques…? 

D. We have such a high quality product – 

our product is 100% grass fed, it’s 100% free 
range. We use a premium cut as well - a 
porterhouse - so that’s already half the battle. 
And I’ve worked out a way to cook it which 
allows for complete consistency… 

BW. Is it a secret?

D. (Laughs) I really don’t want to give it away, 
we spent a lot of time perfecting this! Suffice 
to say it’s the healthiest, environmentally-
friendly way to do it. 

BW. And effective.

D. Exactly, like our longest wait time is 8 
minutes.

On produce
BW. Locally sourced produce?

D. From Coldstream, Yarra Valley. 
D. We look at all our suppliers as partners, 
it’s been great. They get it and they 
understand what we’re trying to do. They’re 
just as excited as us to be behind it! 

On the future
BW. What’s next for Empire Steak?

D. Looking at another store in the city and 
one in South Yarra.

BW. How’s the journey so far?

D. We’re really excited to launch something 
that is truly Australian, something that we 
can really be proud of. We’re finding that 
customers are really responding to us!
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The King of Comedy by Martin Scorsese

While not a huge fan of Jerry Lewis usually, this is a darkly satirical 
film that shows off Robert De Niro’s comedy acting chops and 
Martin Scorsese’s range as a filmmaker. Lewis plays a version of 
himself as a late-night talk show host, with De Niro as a delusional 
aspiring stand-up comedian. I love De Niro’s peaceful insanity 
in his obsession with Lewis, thinking that stalking and eventually 
kidnapping his idol will get him on TV. As well as being very funny, 
the setting in early 80s New York is great to look back on the 
costume and set design. – Eleanor, Graphic Designer 

Assembly Coffee

We were super excited to hear that Assembly was opening another
venue just around the corner from our studio in Collingwood. With 
a reputation for putting just as much energy into their tea offerings 
as coffee, the non-coffee drinkers among us (rare finds they are!) 
were especially excited. The space in our neck of the woods is like an 
oasis hidden amongst warehouses and modern apartment buildings. 
Climbing the stairs, it’s instantly peaceful with white walls, streaming 
with natural light and lots of indoor plants. 
– Eleena, Co-founder

Made by Fressko

A “made by fressko” flask is a forever kinda love! With an eco friendly 
outlook, these thermoses are more than just stylish. Focusing on 
eliminating plastic, rubber and takeaway cups, Fressko is a versatile 
addition to your vessel collection. Who needs a teapot when you 
can brew hot tea and drink it from the same flask? Ice cold summer 
refreshment all day long? Made by Fressko’s thought of everything! 
– Jane, Graphic  Designer

Frank Ocean – Blonde

Perhaps the simplest way to describe this album is “worth the wait”.
A huge statement considering that wait has spanned the entirety of
my adult life. From the lush baselines that kick off the opening track
‘Nikes’, the upbeat guitar driven ‘Nights’, and the incredible musical
and vocal journey that is the track ‘Seigfried’, this project impresses
as a complete showcase of Frank’s incredible talent; as a singer,
producer and student of his musical influences. It’s a pleasure to
finally have him back. – Gianni, Social Media Expert 

Vinomofo

Don’t you just hate that feeling when your wine cabinet is empty 
when you’re hankering for a nice glass of red, post-work?! I’d 
love to have a full supply of wine like a never-ending waterfall for 
whenever I’m in need. Luckily, I’ve found the closest thing to just 
that - Vinomofo are an online retailer that curates a case of wine 
based on your tastes and delivers the whole thing right to your 
doorstep. – Olivia, Graphic Designer 

Min. Studio: Hair, Movement & Mind

What happens when combine good hair, a good workout and 
some good mental gardening? Hair stylist and entrepreneurial 
extrordinaire, Teneile Robinson has just opened her hybrid studio 
in Yarraville’s heritage Post Office. In addition to a bangin’ cut, the 
space also offers Pilates and education! Loving the vibes of lush 
greenery and gorgeous warm accents. A holistically inspiring space. 
– Rosie, Project Manager

The Town Mouse

Three years on, The Town Mouse continues to deliver exactly what
it promises at the door “Come in for good times”. Here’s where 
you’ll find the epitome in personable hospitality. A meticulously 
chosen wine list (ask the staff for their favourite Orange wines if 
you’re into something a little different) accompanied by delectable 
dishes that arrive assembled as art. The slow roast red cabbage 
with prunes, Parmesan and red apple is a must try. It will be the best 
cabbage you’ve eaten in your life!
– Ashley, Consumer & Trend Strategist 

Ettitude Bamboo Sheet Set

Founded in Melbourne, Ettitude only source the best bamboo 
material, that is heavenly soft and good for the planet. Not to 
mention the array of pastel colours to choose from. It’s a millennial’s 
dream bed! The silky smooth and soft organic bamboo lyocell 
fabric is gentle on sensitive skin and hair. It is also hypoallergenic, 
anti-microbial and free from harmful chemicals to give you the 
best beauty sleep. – Neus, Interior Designer

STUDIO PICKS

About Us

What we are into right now!
What we are watching

Where we are getting our coffee from

We brew as we go

What we are listening to

We never run out of wine

We get our swag on

Place we love to eat at

What we sleep on

Redefine the Experience

We love to redefine experiences that connect people 
together. Be that in design, space, communication or 
food. With a team of Melbourne-based creatives, artists 
and strategists, we stand for ideas that connect and inspire 
through timeless and innovative design. 

The Commons  36-38 gipps Street,
 Collingwood,VIC 3066
 
+61 3 9013 5333   
www.brand-works.com.au  
info@brand-works.com.au


